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Abstract
Assuring quality of web applications is fundamental, given their relevance in the today’s 
world. A possible way to reach this goal is through end-to-end (E2E) testing, an approach  
in which a web application is automatically tested by performing the actions that a user  
would do. With modern web applications (for example, single-page applications), it is of  
great importance to properly handle asynchronous calls in the test suite. In E2E Selenium  
WebDriver test suites, asynchronous calls are usually managed in two ways: using thread  
sleeps or explicit waits. The first is easier to use, but is inefficient and can lead to instabil-
ity (also called flakiness, a problem often present in test suites that makes us lose confidence  
in the testing phase), while the second is usually more efficient but harder to use because, 
if the correct kind of wait is not carefully selected, it can introduce flakiness too. To help 
Testers, who often opt for the first strategy, we present in this work a tool-based approach 
to automatically replace thread sleeps with explicit waits in an E2E Selenium WebDriver 
test suite without introducing new flakiness. We empirically validated our tool named 
SleepReplaceR on four different test suites, and we found that it can correctly replace in 
an automatic way from 81 to 100% of thread sleeps, leading to a significant reduction of the  
total execution time of the test suite (i.e., from 13 to 71%).
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1 Introduction

Regression testing is playing an increasingly important role in the industrial context (Ali 
et al., 2019), in particular in software development processes as DevOps (Zhu et al., 2016) 
where continuous integration, continuous testing, and continuous delivery are adopted. 
This is mainly due because regression testing, if well conducted, ensures that changes to 
the system under test during software evolution do not break existing functionality.
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However, for regression testing to be cost-effective, the test suite must be effi-
cient (Ekelund & Engström, 2015; Hossain et al., 2014) and reliable. This is particularly 
true in the Web environment (Eda & Do, 2019) where testing is conducted not only at 
the unit and integration level, but also at the system level applying E2E testing frame-
works such as Selenium WebDriver (SeleniumHQ,  2021; García et  al.,  2020). In fact, 
in this context the Testers often execute a very large number of automated test cases 
(implemented as E2E test methods) since Web applications are often very complex and 
modified frequently (Eda & Do, 2019).

Delays due to inefficient test suites and flaky tests are two big problems, often coupled, 
that can cause cost increases. Concerning the first aspect, the cost is twofold: both in the 
time that Testers spend waiting for tests to finish running and in the monetary cost of run-
ning tests on computers. Instead, flaky tests are even more insidious and dangerous (Luo 
et al., 2014). The fact that a test can non-deterministically pass or fail when executed on the 
same version of the Application Under Test (AUT), without any change in both the app and 
the test code, can waste a lot of time for Testers trying to debug a non-existent fault in the 
code (Lam et al., 2020).

The two aspects above mentioned are inherently interrelated because most of the pro-
posed methods to deal with flakiness rely on multiple test repetitions, i.e., a test method 
is executed against the same version of the AUT for a given number of times, and if it 
produces different results the test is considered flaky. In this way, potentially inefficient test 
code can be run multiple times to verify the absence of flakiness thus increasing the overall 
execution time of the test suite and associated cost.

Often these two problems, in the E2E Web Testing context, derive from a common 
cause: a bad practice often used by Web Testers (developing their test methods using for 
instance Selenium WebDriver, one of the testing frameworks most used in this context), 
namely the use of thread sleeps (Ricca & Stocco, 2021). Thread sleeps are commands that 
stop the execution of the thread for a given amount of time and are used by Testers, at 
certain specific points in test code, to wait for a page of the AUT to load before taking the 
next action or for managing asynchronous calls, often used in modern Web applications. 
The usage of thread sleeps presents, however, two main disadvantages: (a) they lengthen 
the execution times of the test code since they always wait the same amount of time, given 
a priori by the Tester, even when the page is loaded more quickly, and (b) they can cause 
flakiness themselves, as testified for example in Luo et  al. (2014) and Ricca and Stocco 
(2021) papers. From several years, the Selenium testing framework is offering a better solu-
tion to synchronize test code and AUT, called explicit waits (García et al., 2020). 
Explicit waits are more efficient than thread sleeps, because they automatically stop wait-
ing when the expected condition is verified, instead of waiting the fixed amount of time 
defined by the Tester during test development. On large test suites requiring an extensive 
use of waits, adopting explicit waits instead of thread sleeps can lead to great time savings. 
Explicit waits are also more flexible and reliable than thread sleeps, because they allow to 
check for complex conditions and if used well they can also drastically limit the problem of 
flakiness.

In this paper, we present a novel tool-based approach named SleepReplaceR  able to 
automatically replace thread sleeps with explicit waits in a Selenium WebDriver test suite 
adopting (or not) the Page Object (PO) pattern (Page Object Model) without introducing 
novel flakiness and thus saving Tester’s precious time and reducing costs.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first tool in literature capable of performing this 
task. Carrying out this replacement in automatic way is not trivial because the Selenium 
framework provides several explicit waits and to select the suitable one is necessary to 
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take into account the type of interaction performed by the test code after the thread sleep 
to be replaced. The results obtained during the evaluation of SleepReplaceR, conducted 
using a real industrial PO-based test suite (used also for evaluation our previous manual 
approach (Olianas et al., 2021)) and three smaller test suites for open-source Web applica-
tions, are very satisfactory.

This paper was born as an extension of the QUATIC 2021 conference paper (Olianas 
et al., 2021) even if it has a different goal. The goal of the previous paper was to provide 
a procedure to remove flakiness, instead the goal of this paper is to present a tool’s based 
approach able to automatically refactor a test suite, removing as much thread sleeps as pos-
sible. In particular, this paper provides the following novelties: (1) a tool that automati-
cally refactors, without introducing novel flakiness, a test suite using thread sleeps with an 
equivalent, instead, using explicit waits; (2) three novel test suites employed to evaluate our 
approach which are added to the industrial one already presented and used in our previous 
work.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces thread sleeps and explicit waits 
and then explains how to do the replacement by hand. Section 3 sketches the tool-based 
approach we devised to automatically replace thread sleeps with explicit waits. Section 4 
adds some implementation details to the previous section. Section 5 presents the research 
questions of the experimental study and shows the obtained results. Finally, Sect. 6 sum-
marizes related works and Sect. 7 concludes the paper.

2  Replacing Thread.sleep() with explicit waits

In E2E web testing the simpler mechanism to wait for asynchronous calls is the use of 
thread sleeps. Since thread sleeps are not an optimal solution, because they are inefficient 
and can become a cause of flakiness themselves (Ahmad et al., 2019; Camara et al., 2021; 
Shukla, 2021), a Tester may want to replace them with more reliable waiting mechanisms. 
The Selenium WebDriver framework offers three ways for waiting the loading of web ele-
ments: explicit waits, implicit waits and fluent waits.

2.1  Explicit waits

From a technical point of view, an explicit wait is a Java object of class WebDriver-
Wait, that can be used in combination with an ExpectedCondition, that is a function 
that tells the explicit wait which condition should be checked to stop waiting. From the 
Selenium documentation1 we can identify six main categories of expected conditions that 
check for different conditions, such as:

– the visibility of an element;
– the clickability of an element;
– the presence of an element;
– the number of elements;
– the page’s URL;

1 Documentation for the ExpectedConditions class. https:// www. selen ium. dev/ selen ium/ docs/ api/ java/ org/ 
openqa/ selen ium/ suppo rt/ ui/ Expec tedCo nditi ons. html

https://www.selenium.dev/selenium/docs/api/java/org/openqa/selenium/support/ui/ExpectedConditions.html
https://www.selenium.dev/selenium/docs/api/java/org/openqa/selenium/support/ui/ExpectedConditions.html
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– text comparison;
– DOM attributes.

Not only explicit waits are more efficient than thread sleeps, they are also more flexible, 
because explicit waits allow to check for complex conditions: for example, if we have a 
text in a page that can be dynamically changed via AJAX, and we want to wait for the text 
to assume a certain value, it would be difficult to do it using thread sleeps. But with the 
textToBe expected condition, this check requires just a single line of code.

Listing 1 shows an example of thread sleep from one of the test suites used to validate 
our tool, while Listing 2 shows the code produced by our tool to replace that thread sleep.

To replace a thread sleep with an explicit wait, we need some information about (a) the 
condition that we need to wait for (b)  the web page element involved. This information 
can usually be inferred from the test method code, although in some complex cases a page 
inspection may be required. We can infer which condition should be waited by looking 
at the web page interaction performed after the thread sleep: actions like clicks and writ-
ing text in fields can be waited with the elementToBeClickable expected condition; 
actions that read text from an element usually require that the element is visible, and so the 
expected condition visibilityOf can be used. There are many other expected condi-
tions to deal with JavaScript alerts (alertIsPresent), frames (frameToBeAvail-
ableAndSwitchToIt), text that can be changed dynamically (textToBe), selection 
state of an element (elementToBeSelected) and many others.

When a WebDriverWait object is created (e.g., first line in Listing 2), the Tester must 
specify the waiting timeout. If the expected condition did not happen before the timeout 
is passed, a TimeoutException will be thrown, making the test to fail. As previously 
said, the WebDriverWait object stops waiting when the ExpectedCondition is verified, so 
it is a good practice to set a timeout much larger than the usual waiting time: in this way, 
if some transient network problem arises and an action requires more time than usual, the 
test method will not fail. Moreover, since the waiting stops when the condition is verified, 
increasing the timeout will not affect the execution time of the test suite.
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2.2  Implicit waits

Implicit waits are another waiting mechanism offered by the Selenium WebDriver frame-
work. An implicit wait is set globally to the WebDriver object, and makes it wait a specific 
amount of time before every interaction with the web page. The code that sets an implicit 
wait of 5 s is shown in Listing 3.

When an implicit wait of 5 s is set, and an interaction with a page element is made, 
the WebDriver will poll the DOM for 5 s waiting for the page element to appear. This 
behavior may look similar to the explicit waits, but there are some important differences, 
well explained for instance in Chapter  10 of the book “Python Testing with Selenium” 
(Raghavendra,  2021). One of the most important is that implicit waits are set globally, 
while explicit waits locally: by using implicit waits we will use the same timeout for all 
interactions, while with explicit waits it can be changed for each interaction. Moreover, 
even more important is that implicit waits can only wait for the presence of an element, 
while explicit waits can wait for many different ExpectedConditions. A Tester may think to 
use an implicit wait globally, and integrate it with explicit waits when required, but this is 
discouraged in the Selenium documentation2: in fact, mixing implicit and explicit waits can 
lead to unpredictable, potentially infinite waiting times (Raghavendra, 2021). That is why 
many academic and professional sources recommend to use explicit waits as best practice 
in web testing.

2.3  Fluent waits

Finally, fluent waits are a more customizable version of the explicit waits. In the Selenium 
Java implementation, FluentWait is the superclass of WebDriverWait: the underlying poll-
ing mechanism is the same, but FluentWaits allow the Tester to customize more parameters 
than the WebDriverWait class (the one used for explicit waits) such as polling frequency, 
ignored exceptions and error message to be displayed when the timeout expires. Listing 4 
shows the code required to use a FluentWait.

2 Selenium WebDriver documentation for waits https:// www. selen ium. dev/ docum entat ion/ webdr iver/ waits/

https://www.selenium.dev/documentation/webdriver/waits/
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In our work, we preferred explicit waits over fluent waits mainly because (1) explicit 
waits are well known and more used in the Web testing community, and (2) to fully exploit 
the potential of fluent waits, it is necessary to tune more parameters (e.g., polling time, 
ignored exceptions) than with explicit waits. On the other hand, using fluent waits with 
default polling time and no ignored exceptions is equivalent to use explicit waits.

2.4  Page object pattern

Both thread sleeps and explicit waits can be inserted directly in the test code or, alterna-
tively, in the Page Objects classes (Page Object Model). Since Page Objects can be often 
found in high-quality industrial test suites (Leotta et  al.,  2013, 2020), we devised our 
approach in order to be able to replace thread sleeps commands also in such classes and not 
only in plain test code. In the following of the section, we briefly describe the Page Object 
pattern (Page Object Model), a design pattern that aims to reduce code duplication and 
improve test maintenance. It is an object-oriented design pattern, where there are classes 
that act like interfaces to the pages of the web application under test. For example, let’s 
assume we have a simple login page with a form that contains a text box for the username, 
a text box for the password and a Login button to submit the form and we want to test it. 
A plain test code for the login page is given in Listing 5 (where we assume that the driver 
object has already been initialized).

This test code has several problems, and the biggest one is that locators (e.g., 
By.id(“username”)) are hardwired in the test code and duplicated among the test methods: 
if a locator changes due to web application evolution, we have to manually change it in 
every point where it is used (i.e., in every test method). By using the Page Object pat-
tern, instead, we encapsulate all the code that interacts with the page in a unique Login-
Page class and we can reuse it. The refactored test method using the Page Object pattern is 
shown in Listing 6.
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In this way the test code is much more compact, and moreover the locators are encapsu-
lated in the page object classes, making test suite maintenance easier.

3  Our tool‑based approach

Our approach aims to remove thread sleeps in a Selenium WebDriver test suite and to 
replace them with explicit waits when possible. The main goal is to reduce the execu-
tion time of the entire test suite without introducing novel flakiness. To avoid introduc-
ing or augmenting flakiness, our approach prescribes to proceed step by step, validating 
each change applied to the code immediately, by running the modified test method for a 
given amount of times and observing that the change did not introduce side-effects. This 
mechanism is conservative, because in this way, each time a validation fails, we know 
that the cause of failure can only be the last change introduced in the code. Because 
of this conservative mechanism, the test suite in input must not be flaky. In fact, hav-
ing flakiness in the original test suite makes identification of the root cause of failures 
harder: if the original test suite is not flaky, every time we find a flakiness behavior we 
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are sure that is due to the last change made to the code, but if the initial test code can 
fail non-deterministically this assumption is no longer valid.

Unfortunately, our approach is not able to remove existing flakiness in test suites. 
Removing flakiness is a very hard task, which strictly depends on the characteristics of the 
test suite and the application under test, and for which is not easy to give general guide-
lines. However, some approaches to identify the root cause of flakiness (Moran et al., 2020) 
or fixing flaky tests exist in literature (Shi et al., 2019): the first one is oriented to end-to-
end web testing, while the second one is limited to resolving flakiness caused by order-
dependent tests. If, instead, the test suite is affected by a small amount of flakiness (e.g., 
it shows only in few tests, always in the same points), the Tester can try to fix it by adding 
a thread sleep where required, that will be lately replaced with an explicit wait by the tool 
implementing our approach.

We thought our approach to be capable of working whether the test suite is designed 
with the PO pattern or without. We have decided to manage both possibilities (PO yes and 
PO no) to increase the usage scenarios of our approach. As described before, a page object 
is an object-oriented class that serves as an interface toward a Web page of the applica-
tion under test (Page Object Model). Test methods use the methods offered by PO classes 
whenever they need to interact with an element of the web app user interface.

The workflow of our approach is represented in Fig. 1 and can be summarized as follow: 

1. build the model of the test suite
2. for each thread sleep in the test suite: 

(a) replace the thread sleep with an explicit wait with the appropriate expected condi-
tion (or remove it)

(b) validate the modified code: if it is OK move to the next thread sleep, otherwise 
before moving restore the removed thread sleep at the previous step

Fig. 1  Workflow of our approach
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3.1  Step 1 — model building phase

Step 1 is required to enable automated interaction with the test suite: in fact, in order to per-
form its tasks, our tool must know where thread sleeps and web page interaction commands 
(i.e., page accesses) are located in the test code. Thanks to the model, the tool implementing 
our approach can know where the thread sleeps are located and which type of page access 
is performed after them. Indeed, to correctly replace a thread sleep with an explicit wait it is 
necessary to know which expected condition use and which page element to wait: our tool 
performs the replacement relying on the information stored in the model. The procedure that 
implements Step 1 is described in Algorithm 1. The structure of the model depends on the 
adoption of the PO pattern (or not) by the test suite. If the test suite employs the PO pattern, 
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the model must represent the location of thread sleeps and page accesses in page objects, and 
the use of PO methods in test methods. Otherwise, if the test suite does not adopt the PO pat-
tern, the model must only represent the location of thread sleeps and page accesses directly in 
test methods. The class diagram representing the structure of the instance (i.e., meta-model) 
generated by our tool of the test suite model is represented in Fig. 2. The {and} relationships in 
the class diagram mean that if an entity exists, also the other must exist; the {xor} relationships 
mean that if an entity exists, the other must not exist. In this way, we can have a single diagram 
for both PO-based and non-PO-based test suites.

3.2  Step 2.(a) — thread sleep replacement phase

Step 2 is the fundamental one of our approach and is described in Algorithm 2. The Step 2.(a) is 
performed by looking at the type of access to the web page made after the current thread sleep. 
In our context, a page access is a Selenium WebDriver command that reads information from 
the page (e.g., getText(), getAttribute()) or actively interacts with it (e.g., click(), sendKeys()). The 
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Fig. 2  Test suite meta-model. Our tool generates, for each test suite taken in input, a model complaint with 
this class diagram

choice of the expected condition, in fact, strictly depends on the type of page access that is made. 
For example, accesses that only read information from the page (accessType = READ in Fig. 2), 
without actively interacting with it, usually require an expected condition to wait for an element to 
be visible. Instead, interactions with the page such as clicks or writing text to a field (accessType = 
WRITE in Fig. 2), usually require an expected condition that waits for an element to be clickable.

To decide which expected condition should be used depending on the page access that 
it will protect, our approach relies on a heuristic expressed by means of a set of replace-
ment rules. A replacement rule is a function R ∶ {A1,A2, ...,An

} �→ EC that maps a set of 
accesses A to an expected condition EC.

3.3  Step 2.(b) — validation phase
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Finally, the Step 2.(b) requires to run the refactored code for a given amount of executions 
‘X’, decided by the Tester, to be sure that the change did not break the test or introduce 
novel flakiness. The procedure that implements this step is described in Algorithm 3. To 
validate a replacement, multiple runs of the modified test may be necessary since, given the 
non-deterministic nature of flakiness, a single run may not be sufficient to verify if the test 
is flaky (Palomba, 2019). However, the number of validation runs has a relevant impact on 
the approach execution time: a high number of runs can heavily increase the execution time 
of the implementing tool, especially if the original test suite is large and employs the Page 
Object pattern (see below). On the contrary, using an insufficient number of validation runs 
may introduce novel flakiness during the refactoring, therefore the decision of this param-
eter is critical. The Testers should decide the number of validation runs according to their 
experience and to the history of stability of the test suite: if the test suite already mani-
fested flakiness in the past, a higher number of validation runs may be appropriate.

3.3.1  Effect of test suite structure on the validation process

The way in which the validation is performed strictly depends on how the test suite code 
is organized: in particular, it depends on the use of the PO pattern. If the target test suite 
relies on the PO pattern, thread sleeps are located in the page object’s methods. But these 
methods are usually called by more than one test method and so, to be sure that the refac-
tored code did not introduce regressions or novel flakiness, we must run all the test meth-
ods that call the modified page object method (lines 3 and 4 of Algorithm 3). In a test suite 
without the PO pattern, instead, all the interactions with the web application are in the test 
methods, including thread sleeps. Therefore, to validate a replacement in this context, it is 
sufficient to run the modified test method (lines 7 and 8 of Algorithm 3).

3.3.2  Dealing with test dependencies during validation

As shown in the validation Algorithm 3, our approach manages both dependent and non-
dependent test suites. A test method is called dependent when its execution result (pass or 
fail) depends on the order in which the test method is run in the test suite. If the test suite is 
always executed in the same, correct order, such dependencies may go unnoticed, but if we 
run a subset or a reordering of the test suite that breaks the dependencies, we will encoun-
ter failures. Thus, the presence of dependencies in the test suite to be refactored prevents 
from running a single test method for validation, since it requires other test methods to be 
executed before. To manage dependencies during the validation step, we employed one of 
the following two strategies, as appropriate: 

1. Using the warranted schedule. A warranted schedule for a dependent test method t is 
a schedule that respects all the dependencies for t. Such schedules, if not known a priori, 
can be extracted from the dependency graph of the test suite, that can be computed, e.g., 
with tools like TEDD (Biagiola et al., 2019).

2. Saving the application state. if the characteristics of the system under test allow it, 
it is possible to save the application state required by each test method t, and restore it 
when it needs to run t for validation.
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3.3.3  Effect of the thread sleeps position on the validation process

Another aspect that is important to consider in the validation step is the presence of thread 
sleeps in test fixtures. Test fixtures are utility methods named in the Selenium testing 
framework before methods and after methods. Before and after methods are mainly used 
to execute a portion of code before and after test methods. These are used to basically set 
up some variables or configuration to prepare the state of the application required for a 
test method and then to cleanup the state after the test execution ends. Lines 5 and 6 of 
Algorithm  3 manage this aspect: if the current thread sleep is located inside a test fix-
ture, the validation set will contain the first test method of the containing class. Since usu-
ally in most testing frameworks (e.g., JUnit, TestNG) test fixtures can be executed before 
every method, after every method, before the whole class or after the whole class, by run-
ning a single test method from the containing class we are sure that also the test fixture is 
executed.

4  SleepReplaceR tool

This section describes SleepReplaceR, the tool that implements our approach. We imple-
mented it as a Java application, built with the build automation tool Maven. It takes as input 
a Java test suite that uses the Selenium WebDriver framework to interact with web pages 
and TestNG3 as unit testing framework. The tool, along with the three open-source test 
suites, is available at https:// sepl. dibris. unige. it/ Sleep Repla cer. php. We will now describe 
how we implemented each phase of the tool with a corresponding software component: the 
Model Builder, the Thread Sleep Replacer and the Validator.

4.1  Model Builder component

The Model Builder is the tool component that takes as input the original test suite and 
produces as output a model that contains information about thread sleep’s locations, page 
accesses locations and their use in test methods. The model is represented using Java 
classes, and it is an instance of the meta-model expressed in Fig. 2. The Model Builder 
recovers the structure of the test suite classes (e.g., test classes and their methods, page 
objects and their methods) using reflection, and the location of thread sleeps and page 
accesses adopting static textual searches. If the test suite is not PO-based, all the informa-
tion needed to build the model is already available. If, on the contrary, the test suite relies 
on the PO pattern, information about the usage of PO methods in test methods has to be 
collected: this is required because the Validator must know all the usages of an explicit 
wait in order to validate them. This is done by running an instrumented version of the 
test suite that generates a trace containing every test method and PO method execution in 
chronological order. From this trace, the Model Builder can reconstruct precisely which 
PO methods are used by the test methods.

To better clarify how the Model Builder component works, we provide a short step by 
step description of the underlying algorithm, both for PO-based and non-PO-based test 
suites.

3 https:// testng. org/ doc/

https://sepl.dibris.unige.it/SleepReplacer.php
https://testng.org/doc/
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Page object version: 

1. running an instrumented version of the test suite that prints the names of the test meth-
ods, page object methods, and position of the thread sleeps. The output of this step is 
the execution trace;

2. by using reflection, building a model of the structure of the test suite’s classes: for each 
class in the test suite (both page object classes and test classes) a corresponding class 
in the model is created, with its methods;

3. adding information about thread sleep locations in the model’s classes;
4. for each thread sleep, searching in the code of the containing page object method the 

following page access, and add its location and type to the model;
5. relying on the execution trace built in step 1., creating the mapping of page object meth-

ods usages: we associate to each test method the list of page object methods it uses and 
vice versa.

No page object version: 

1. creating a list of thread sleep positions inside test methods;
2. by using reflection, building a model of the structure of the test suite’s classes;
3. adding information about the position of thread sleeps in the model’s classes;
4. for each thread sleep, searching in the code of the containing page object method the 

following page access, and add its position and type to the model.

4.2  Thread Sleep Replacer component

The Thread Sleep Replacer is the core part of the tool, that performs the substitution of 
thread sleeps with explicit waits. To do its work, the Thread Sleep Replacer component 
relies on a set of replacement rules to decide which expected condition should be used 
depending on the type of page access is going to protect. As anticipated in the previous sec-
tion, a replacement rule is a function R ∶ {A1,A2, ...,An

} → EC that maps a set of accesses 
A
n
 to an expected condition EC. There are two main categories of accesses to a web page: 

accesses that only read information from the page, and accesses that actively interact with 
the page. In our experience, accesses of the first type can be managed with a visibili-
tyOf expected condition, accesses of the second type can be managed with a element-
ToBeClickable expected condition. Indeed, our years-long experience in E2E web 
testing (Ricca & Tonella, 2001; Leotta et al., 2016; Olianas et al., 2022; Leotta et al., 2015, 
2016, 2021), and the results of our industrial previous work (Olianas et al., 2021) tell us 
that the great majority of web page interactions in a test suite can be managed using just 
two expected conditions: visibilityOf and elementToBeClickable. In our pre-
vious work, where 192 thread sleeps were replaced with explicit waits in a large, industrial 
test suite, the elementToBeClickable expected condition was used the 92% of the 
times. There are many other possible page accesses and corresponding expected condi-
tions (see Sect. 2), but they are designed to manage specific cases (e.g., the presence of 
frames) which rarely happen. So for this work, we have applied the Pareto principle and 
limited ourselves to implement only a limited subset of rules, but with the awareness that 
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these rules are able to eliminate a big portion of thread sleeps. The subset of rules we have 
implemented in SleepReplaceR is the following: 

1. R1 ∶ {getText, isEnabled, isDisplayed, getAttribute} → ExpectedConditions.visibilityOf
2. R2 ∶ {click, clear, sendKeys, selectByVisibleText, selectByIndex} → ExpectedCondi-

tions.elementToBeClickable
3. R3 ∶ {switchTo().alert()} → ExpectedConditions.alertIsPresent

We added the last rule ( R3 ) because, even if we did not meet them very frequently in our 
last refactoring work (Olianas et  al.,  2021), JavaScript alerts are quite common in Web 
applications to manage error notifications, that is an important aspect in web testing. More-
over, JavaScript alerts are not part of the DOM, so it is impossible to wait for them with 
any other expected conditions. It is also important to point out that SleepReplaceR is para-
metric on the number and type of applicable rules, i.e., the set of rules used by SleepRe-
placeR is extensible in case the test suite contains Web page accesses that can be managed 
with other expected conditions.

The Thread Sleep Replacer navigates the test suite model and, following the original 
order of execution of the test methods in the test suite, and the order in which thread sleeps 
are located inside single test methods, it applies the replacement rules to substitute each 
thread sleep with the appropriate explicit wait. After that, it saves the modified version of 
the file in the test suite project, compiles the project with Maven and calls the Validator 
component to check that the change in the code did not break the test method: if the vali-
dation fails, the Thread Sleep Replacer component will undo the last change in the code, 
restoring the initial thread sleep. We said that explicit waits, besides the expected condi-
tion, require also a maximum timeout to be waited for the expected condition to be veri-
fied. We used a default timeout of 10 s, based on our previous experiences, and never had 
problems caused by a too short timeout.

4.3  Validator component

Finally, the Validator is the component that runs the refactored code to check test methods 
that always fail and flakiness problems. The amount ‘X’ of validation executions is decided 
by the Software Tester. In case the Tester has no clues on the stability of the test suite, a 
possible solution is to base this choice on estimates: some authors reported that anecdotal 
evidence suggests to run tests 10 times (Palomba, 2019).

In Sect. 3, we said that the presence of dependencies in the test suite should be man-
aged, and we presented two different options: running all the test methods required to sat-
isfy the dependencies in the original order (first option), or saving the application’s state 
required by each test method and restore it when a test method needs to be executed (sec-
ond option).

Concerning the first option, our tool, when it comes to validate a dependent test t, will 
have to run its warranted schedule (i.e., a schedule that contains t and all the other tests 
required to satisfy t’s dependencies), instead of t alone, to avoid failures due to lack of pre-
vious test methods runs. If the dependencies between test methods are known it is sufficient 
to run the test methods in sequence. Otherwise, the right order of test methods to execute, 
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can be calculated using TEDD (Biagiola et al., 2019). On the contrary, if the dependencies 
are not known and running a dependency detection tool like TEDD on the target test suite 
is impractical, a Tester can choose a conservative approach and, when a test method t has 
to be validated, he/she can run every test method that precedes t in the original order of the 
test suite.

Concerning the second option, our tool relies on Docker to create images of the state 
and running instances of the application under test. With respect to the previous option 
(i.e., warranted schedule execution), this solution is much more efficient from a perfor-
mance perspective, but on the other hand is more complex to implement. In fact, it may 
not always be possible to save and replicate the state of the application under test: in some 
cases, the Software Tester may not have complete access to the application under test, but 
only to the test suite. In some other cases, the application may be distributed among differ-
ent computational nodes, and saving and restoring its state may not be easy or possible. To 
save the state required for a test method t

n
 , we run all the tests t1, t2, tn−1 that precede it in 

the original order of the test suite, and we run them against an instance of the application 
under test executed in a Docker container. Then, we save a snapshot of the container state. 
When, during the validation step, we have to run t

n
 , we just need to launch a new Docker 

container with the state saved in the previous snapshot.
The first option is always applicable but less efficient. The latter is more efficient, since 

avoids to waste time in running test methods only to satisfy the order of dependencies, but 
it may not always be applicable, e.g., for applications whose state depends on many distrib-
uted components.

Finally, to validate thread sleeps used in test fixtures, the validator component runs the 
first test method in their containing class: in this way, we are sure that both the fixture and a 
test method that uses it have been validated.

4.4  Replacement example

To better explain our tool, let’s present an example of how a thread sleep is detected, 
replaced and validated. We will use a snippet (Listing 7) from the test method AddUserT-
est from the Collabtive test suite, one of the test suites used in our experimental study (see 
next section), which does not employ the PO pattern.

The first line of code in Listing 7 clicks on the button “Add user” in Fig. 3, then waits 
1000 ms for the form in Fig. 4 to be loaded. During step 1 of our approach, the Model 
Builder component stores in the model the line number of the thread sleep, along with the 
line number and type of the subsequent page access. The action performed is a clear, that 
clears the content of a text box, and so its page access type is WRITE.

Subsequently, the Thread Sleep Replacer component will consider the page access 
after the thread sleep, and will select an appropriate expected condition among the avail-
able ones. Since the action clears a text box, our tool will replace the thread sleep with an 
explicit wait that uses an elementToBeClickable expected condition (see Sect.  4.2). The 
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resulting code is given in Listing 8. (note that the wait object has already been initialized in 
the Before method associated with the test).

After the replacement, the Validator component compiles the modified test suite and 
tries to run the modified test method for a given amount of times. The Collabtive test suite 
has dependencies, and we already saved the state required for each test method to correctly 
run, so the Validator will launch the Docker container with the state required by AddU-
serTest before running it. After each correct execution, the container will be destroyed and 
recreated with the initial state (since the execution of the test method modifies it). If all the 
executions pass, the change is accepted and our tool moves to the next thread sleep. Other-
wise, the change is reverted by restoring the thread sleep.

5  Empirical study

This section describes the design, experimental objects, research questions, metrics, vali-
dation framework, procedure, results and threats to validity of the empirical study con-
ducted to evaluate SleepReplaceR. We follow the guidelines by Wohlin et  al. (2012) on 
designing and reporting empirical studies in software engineering. To allow the replication 
of the study, we published the tool along with the three open-source test suites at https:// 
sepl. dibris. unige. it/ Sleep Repla cer. php.

Fig. 3  Screenshot from the Collabtive web application

https://sepl.dibris.unige.it/SleepReplacer.php
https://sepl.dibris.unige.it/SleepReplacer.php
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5.1  Study design

The goal of the empirical study is to measure the overall effectiveness of SleepReplaceR in 
replacing thread sleeps with a particular focus on assessing: (1) the percentage of thread 
sleeps replaced by SleepReplaceR, (2)  the time required by SleepReplaceR  to complete 
such task, and (3) the human effort reduction deriving from its adoption.

The results of this study can be interpreted from multiple perspectives: Researchers, 
interested in empirical data about the effectiveness of a tool able to replace thread sleeps 
from existing Selenium WebDriver test suites; Software Testers and Project/Quality Assur-
ance Managers, interested in evidence data about the benefits of adopting SleepReplaceR in 
their companies. The experimental objects, used to experiment SleepReplaceR are four test 
suites associated with four web applications described in the next section.

5.2  Experimental objects

To validate the proposed tool, several web applications and the corresponding test suites 
have been used. We used a large, medical web application (PRINTO) and three small 
open-source web applications (Addressbook, Collabtive, PPMA). Table 1 summarizes the 
main properties of the considered test suites. All the test suites are written in Java and use 
TestNG as testing framework and Selenium WebDriver to interact with the AUT.

Fig. 4  Screenshot from the Collabtive web application
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The PRINTO test suite has been developed in the context of a joint academia-industrial 
project by several junior Testers (Olianas et al., 2021). It has been also carefully refined so 
the source code quality is quite high. Moreover, it is executed automatically, every night, 
from several months without presenting significant problems. On the contrary, the other 
three test suites, have been developed/refined by PhD students in the context of academic 
research (in particular the preliminary versions have been developed in the context of an 
empirical study (Leotta et  al.,  2013) and then refined in further works such as (Olianas 
et al., 2021)). They are also of good quality but they have not been so refined over time, 
as in the case of the PRINTO test suite. Let us provide some additional details on the web 
applications under test and the corresponding test suites.

The Paediatric Rheumatology INternational Trials Organization (PRINTO)4 is an inter-
national academic research network that co-ordinates international clinical trials in chil-
dren with rheumatic and auto-inflammatory diseases. To collect information about patients 
from more than 500 centers worldwide, PRINTO has developed a large multi-page web 
application, written in PHP and JavaScript (approximately 100k PHP lines of code), mostly 
composed of forms that must be filled by the user (i.e., typically medical researchers). 
PRINTO test suite is composed by 169 test methods and 82 test fixtures, for a total of 251 
test methods, and it is designed following the Page Object pattern. Moreover, some of the 
test methods are parametric: this means that they are executed multiple times with different 
input data during a single execution of the test suite. In total, 551 methods are executed for 
each run of the test suite. The original test suite we used in this experiment contains 146 
thread sleeps.

Addressbook5 is an open-source web application for contact management, that allows to 
store phone, address and birthday of user’s contact list. It is written in PHP, uses MySQL 
as database and its test suite is composed by 27 test methods. The test suite contains in 
total 10 thread sleeps.

Collabtive6 is an open-source web application for project management for small to 
medium sized businesses. It enables to manage the lifecycle of a project, which can be 
divided in tasks assigned to the different users. It is written in PHP and its test suite is com-
posed by 40 test methods, that contain 69 thread sleeps.

PPMA (PHP Password Manager)7 is an open-source web application, written in PHP, 
that allows to store passwords for different services. Its test suite is composed by 23 test 
methods, that contain 82 thread sleeps.

Table 1  Properties of the experimental objects

Application Test classes test methods Thread sleeps Lines of code

PRINTO 17 169 146 10166
Collabtive 40 40 69 3108
Addressbook 27 27 10 2155
PPMA 23 23 82 2449

4 PRINTO https:// www. printo. it/
5 Addressbook https:// sourc eforge. net/ proje cts/ php- addre ssbook/
6 Collabtive https:// sourc eforge. net/ proje cts/ colla btive/
7 PPMA https:// github. com/ pklink/ ppma

https://www.printo.it/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/php-addressbook/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/collabtive/
https://github.com/pklink/ppma
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5.3  Research question, metrics, and procedure

Our study aims at answering the following four research questions:

RQ1: How many thread sleeps can SleepReplaceR replace?
 To answer our research question RQ1, it is necessary to count the original number of 
thread sleeps contained in each test suite associated with the selected web applications. 
Then, we have to count how many of them are replaced by SleepReplaceR with explicit 
waits relying on the rules R1 , R2 , and R3 described in Sect. 4. Finally, we compute the 
proportion of thread sleeps replaced by SleepReplaceR out of the original total. Thus, 
the metric used to answer this question is the percentage of thread sleeps replaced.
RQ2: How long does it take SleepReplaceR to replace the thread sleeps?
To answer our research question RQ2, it is necessary to measure the execution time 
required by SleepReplaceR for replacing the thread sleeps. As a final measure, we pro-
vide the average time (expressed in minutes) for each test suite required by SleepRe-
placeR to complete each individual thread sleep replacement.
RQ3: How much is the reduction of human effort using SleepReplaceR?
 To answer our research question RQ3, it would be necessary to have the time required 
for a human Tester to perform the replacement of the thread sleeps with and without 
SleepReplaceR  and computes the percentage of reduction. Unfortunately, not having 
available these data and not being able to design an experiment with experienced Test-
ers specifically to answer this research question, we decided to provide an estimate-
based answer. Basically, based on historical data we computed the average time a Tester 
takes to replace a single thread sleep. Since the execution of our tool takes place with 
negligible human effort (in background), we considered as human effort only that deriv-
ing from the thread sleeps that SleepReplaceR was unable to replace. Subsequently, we 
computed the percentage of reduction comparing it to the total time calculated by mul-
tiplying the estimated time of a single replacement by the total number of thread sleeps 
contained in the original test suite.
RQ4: What is the effect of the SleepReplaceR thread sleeps replacement on the overall 
test suite execution time?
 To answer our research question RQ4, it is necessary to measure the execution time (in 
minutes) of each test suite before and after the thread sleeps replacement (i.e., before 
and after the execution of SleepReplaceR). In this way, we can appreciate any benefits in 
terms of time reduction.

5.3.1  Settings for each web application

To run the experiment, we simply provided the four test suites as input to SleepRe-
placeR and waited for the run to finish. The only parameter we had to decide is the number 
of validation runs for the step 2.(b) (Fig. 1).

In the PRINTO case, the large industrial test suite, it was sufficient just one validation 
run since we knew that the test suite was stable (as detailed in the answer to RQ3, we asked 
an independent Tester to replace all the thread sleeps for a previous version of PRINTO, 
and he rarely reported flakiness problems due to replacing the thread sleeps with explicit 
waits), thus we were able to run the tool and produce a valid test suite, without flakiness 
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(note that a single run, when adopting the PO pattern, often implies multiple thread sleep 
validations as described below).

However, this was not the case for the other test suites since we did not have insights 
about the flakiness behavior of the test methods when the thread sleeps are replaced. In 
real industrial cases, this info is generally known (at least as an estimate) as human Testers 
have an idea of the flakiness behavior of their test suites. We tried to derive this informa-
tion by manually eliminating about 10% of each application’s thread sleep. The results are 
described for each web app in the following.

In the case of Collabtive, we needed 20 validation runs, since the replacement of some 
thread sleeps caused some test methods to fail non-deterministically, and this happened 
very rarely. For Addressbook we decided to do 20 validation runs, even if we did not 
expect flakiness problems, since its execution time and number of thread sleeps is very 
low. Indeed, we have been able to run the tool with 20 validation runs for each thread sleep 
in just 37 min. Finally for PPMA, since it had many more thread sleeps (82) and a longer 
execution time, we decided to set SleepReplaceR with only 10 validation runs.

Two reasons that can explain the difference in terms of number of validation runs, 
between PRINTO and the open-source web applications, are the following: (a) the test 
suite quality is different, indeed as already said, the PRINTO test suite was carefully devel-
oped during a joint industrial project and is executed daily while the other three test suites 
were produced only for scientific purposes; (b) the PRINTO test suite adopts the PO design 
pattern while the other Web applications do not. Thus, in the case of the PRINTO test suite 
the thread sleeps are validated multiple times (even with a single test suite run), since the 
thread sleeps are inside the methods of the POs and there are multiple test methods calling 
them, while for other applications only once.

As a general guideline, given that the execution time is machine time (and not by far 
more costly human time), it would be advisable to repeat the validation as many times as 
possible, in order to minimize the probability of introducing flakiness.

For what concerns dependency management, PRINTO, the large, industrial test suite 
did not have dependencies, while the other three test suites did. We said that we have two 
options to run a dependent test method t during validation: (1) we can run all the test meth-
ods required to satisfy dependencies or (2) we save the state required by t to run correctly, 
and restore it when the tools need to run t. Since we had all the three applications under 
test installed in Docker containers and it is a more efficient solution, we opted for the sec-
ond choice to manage dependencies in Collabtive, Addressbook and PPMA test suites.

Finally, we ran all the experiments on a laptop running Windows 10 with Intel Core i3 
10110U CPU (maximum clock 4.10 GHz), 16 GB of RAM and SSD hard drive.

5.4  Results

RQ1: SleepReplaceR Effectiveness in Replacing the Thread Sleeps
Table  2 shows: (1) the number of thread sleeps present in the various test suites for 

the four considered web applications (column Total), (2) the number of thread sleeps suc-
cessfully replaced by SleepReplaceR (column Replaced #), and finally (3) the percentage 
of the replaced thread sleeps with respect to the total number of thread sleeps (column 
Replaced %).
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In two cases out of four (i.e., for the Addressbook and PPMA web apps), the tool was 
able to successfully replace all the thread sleeps with the appropriate explicit wait. The 
minimum effectiveness of SleepReplaceR was reached in the case of Collabtive where 56 
out of 69 thread sleeps were replaced (corresponding to a still satisfying 81%). Finally, 
looking at the complex industrial PRINTO case study, SleepReplaceR was able to manage 
133 thread sleeps out of 146 (91%).

Let us now analyze why in two applications SleepReplaceR was not able to replace all 
the thread sleeps. In the case of PRINTO, we observed 13 cases in which the tool was 
not able to complete the replacement. We analyzed the various cases and discovered that 
in most of the cases the problem was caused by dynamically loaded page elements via 
JavaScript: in these cases, the explicit waits inserted by SleepReplaceR automatically are 
useless because they should have waited for another element rather than the one accessed 
directly by the test method. We give, in the following, a description of one of those cases, 
in our opinion, is the most interesting case. In PRINTO test suite, we have a test method 
that compiles a form with wrong values, tries to send it and checks if the web application 
responds with a specific error message, that is generated by a client-side script that checks 
the validity of the inserted data. SleepReplaceR replaced the original thread sleep with an 
explicit wait waiting for the submission button to be clickable, and this change broke the 
test method because the obtained error message was different from what was expected. 
This happened because the thread sleep gave the client-side validation script enough time 
to complete, while the explicit wait, since the submission button is already clickable when 
the form is compiled, submitted the form before the validation script has finished. This 
resulted in a server-side error, that was different from the one expected by the test method, 
and thus the test method failed.

Similarly in the case of Collabtive, 13 thread sleeps remained after the execution of 
SleepReplaceR. In this case, differently from PRINTO, most of the remained thread sleeps 
did not fail the test methods deterministically if replaced, but rather their replacement 
introduced some flakiness. A common situation is the one represented in Listing 9: we 
have a click on a web element, that causes the loading of another page, and we wait for it 
with a thread sleep. Then, we have some interactions that write some text in a form (the 
text “Task001”), and then another click on the form submission button.

Table 2  Number of thread sleeps 
replaced by SleepReplaceR on 
the four considered apps

Application Total Replaced

# %

PRINTO 146 133 91%
Collabtive 69 56 81%
Addressbook 10 10 100%
PPMA 82 82 100%
Total 307 281 92%
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Our tool, as it was built, replaced the thread sleep with an explicit wait that waits for the 
element located by the id “title” to be clickable, but during the validation the test occasion-
ally failed on the last line (the click on the submission button). This happened because the 
form is loaded with an animation that makes it appear from top to bottom, and sometimes, 
when the “title” element is ready the animation is not ended yet, so the submission button 
is not clickable, and clicking it causes an ElementNotInteractableException to 
be thrown.

Thus, to answer RQ1, we can say that our tool SleepReplaceR  is effective in manag-
ing the automated migration — from thread sleeps to explicit waits — in the four consid-
ered test suites, since it was able to complete the replacement in the 92% of the cases, on 
average.

RQ2: Time Required for Replacing the Thread Sleeps

Table 3 shows the time required for replacing the thread sleeps using SleepReplaceR. 
In the second column is reported for each web application the total time expressed in 
minutes required by a complete execution of SleepReplaceR. Then in columns 3–4 and 
5–6, we respectively analyze the time required for replacing each thread sleep considering 
respectively all the thread sleeps in the test suite and only the thread sleeps that SleepRe-
placeR successfully replaced.

By looking at the table, it is evident that the thread sleeps contained in the three smaller 
test suites (i.e., the ones for the apps Collabtive, Addressbook and PPMA) required similar 
average times to be processed (i.e., in the order of 3 min each). Indeed, the execution time 
of SleepReplaceR computed considering all the thread sleeps is in the range of 2.84–3.79 
min for thread sleep; focusing only on the thread sleeps successfully replaced the time 
increases in the range 2.84-4.66 min for thread sleep. The lower range value is stable on 
the 2.84 value since corresponds to the case of PPMA where all the thread sleeps were suc-
cessfully replaced. On the other hand, for Collabtive the value increases from 3.79 to 4.66 
since about the 19% of the thread sleeps of the corresponding test suite are not replaced by 
SleepReplaceR (note that Collabtive represents the worst case from this point of view, as 
described previously in Table 2).

On the contrary, in the case of the complex industrial PRINTO case study the time 
required to replace each thread sleep is higher: indeed it ranges from 9.56 min for thread 
sleep, when considering all the thread sleeps in the test suite, to 10.50 min for thread sleep 
when considering only the successfully replaced thread sleeps. This can be explained for 
three reasons: (1) the PRINTO test suite is based on the PO pattern and thus each thread 
sleep is contained in the PO methods; this leads to higher validation time since multiple 
test methods can use such PO methods and thus are executed; (2) the test methods are by 
far more complex than the ones of the other three web applications, so their execution time 
is by far higher; (3) unlike the PRINTO test suite, for the three open-source web applica-
tions (Addressbook, Collabtive, PPMA), we saved the application state required by each 
test method as explained in Sect. 5.3.1.

Thus, to answer RQ2, we can say that the time for successfully replace a thread sleep 
ranges in the interval 2.84–10.50 min with an average value of about 7 min. The actual 
values strongly depend on the complexity of the validation step (see Sect. 5.3.1), needed 
for assuring that the test suite provided in output by SleepReplaceR do not present flaki-
ness. This is true since the source code replacement executed by SleepReplaceR (step 2.(a), 
Fig.  1) is clearly really fast. However, we can say that the obtained execution times are 
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absolutely acceptable, since the transformation performed by SleepReplaceR  has to be 
done only once, when the test suite is restructured.

RQ3: Percentage of reduction of human effort using SleepReplaceR

Since we have not the manual thread sleeps replacement times, i.e., how long it would 
take an independent Software Tester to manually complete the thread sleeps replacement 
task for each web app, we decided to estimate such value using previous historical data. 
We have this information only for a previous version of the PRINTO test suite (the one 
with 196 thread sleeps). In that case, we asked to an independent Tester to substitute all 
the thread sleeps with explicit waits while recording both: (1) the time required for actually 
replacing the thread sleeps (i.e., the time he actually worked on the test suite code) and the 
validation time (i.e., the time spent to re-execute the test suite in order to check the absence 
of flakiness). To substitute the 196 thread sleeps, the Tester spent: (1) 556 min on the code 
(i.e., 2.84 min per thread sleep) and (2) 1309 min for the validation step (i.e., 6.68 min per 
thread sleep). In total, the overall time required to replace the thread sleep from that ver-
sion of the PRINTO web app amount to 1865 min (i.e., 9.52 min per thread sleep).

In Table 4, we have used such computed values to estimate, and give an indication of, 
the human effort required to execute manually the thread sleeps replacement for the four 
considered applications (including PRINTO itself, since in this study we applied SleepRe-
placeR to a different subsequent version).

In the case of the version of the PRINTO test suite used in this study, the total estimated 
is of about 23 h (1390 min); however since for a human Tester is by far more relevant to 
assess the actual time required while working on the test methods source code (since the 
validation process can be mainly done in background while working on other tasks; this 
is particularly true in case of longer and consecutive validation times), we can see that 
the time actually spent decreases to about 7 h (414 min). For the other applications the 

Table 3  Time required (in minutes) for replacing the thread sleeps using SleepReplaceR 

Application Total Time Total Replaced

# thread sleeps Time for 
thread sleeps

# thread sleeps Time for 
thread 
sleeps

PRINTO 1396 146 9.56 133 10.50
Collabtive 261.2 69 3.79 56 4.66
Addressbook 36.6 10 3.66 10 3.66
PPMA 232.6 82 2.84 82 2.84
Total 1926.4 307 6.27 281 6.86

Table 4  Estimated Time required 
(in minutes) by a human Tester 
for executing the thread sleep 
replacement task

Application Total 
thread 
sleeps

Replacement 
Time

Validation 
Time

Total Time

PRINTO 146 414.64 975.28 1389.92
Collabtive 69 195.96 460.92 656.88
Addressbook 10 28.40 66.80 95.20
PPMA 82 232.88 547.76 780.64
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values are proportional and still relevant: about 3 h for Collabtive and 4 h for PPMA, while 
Addressbook gets the shorter time of 28 min (but however, it is important to remember that 
it has only ten thread sleeps).

Thus, to answer RQ3, we can say that from the estimate performed with an independ-
ent Tester we found that replacing each thread sleep from the test code required, on aver-
age, about 3 min, while 10 min including also the validation time. In RQ1, we have said 
that SleepReplaceR was able to replace overall 281 threads sleeps of 307 present in the four 
considered test suites. The replacement has been carried out fully automatically, without 
human intervention. Considering an average time required for a human of 3 min per thread 
sleep to replace (the most conservative estimate reported before), we have that: 307 * 3 = 
931 min (where 307 is the total number of threads sleep in the four considered apps) repre-
sents the time required by a Tester to execute the complete thread sleep replacement task, 
fully manually, on the four test suites; 26 * 3 = 78 min is instead the time required by a 
Tester to replace only the thread sleeps that SleepReplaceR was unable to replace. So even 
if this estimate is rough, we can conclude that the human effort reduction is very high (i.e., 
about 92%). Note that since in industrial test suites the number of thread sleeps could be in 
the order of hundreds or even thousands, the human effort savings due to the adoption of 
SleepReplaceR in that contexts would be extremely relevant.

RQ4: Effect of the SleepReplaceR thread sleeps replacement on the overall test 
suite execution time

Table  5 shows the execution time of the four considered test suites before and after 
replacing the thread sleeps using SleepReplaceR. Columns 2 and 3 provide the total exe-
cution times (measured in minutes), respectively, for the original test suites with thread 
sleeps and for restructured one. Column 4 gives the percentage of reduction achieved 
thanks to the explicit wait adoption. From the table, it is evident that it is always advanta-
geous to replace thread sleeps with the explicit waits: however, the magnitude of such posi-
tive effect is quite different considering the various web applications. The lower value has 
been observed in the case of Addressbook with a reduction of the 13%, while the complex 
industrial PRINTO case study benefited more, reaching a relevant 71% reduction. Note that 
having a 50% reduction (as in the case of PPMA) means halving the execution times.

The reason why the percentage reductions are so different lies probably in the fact that 
the number and frequency of the thread sleeps (i.e., number of thread sleeps per LOCs) in 
the considered test suites is not constant. Indeed, for instance Addressbook required only 
10 thread sleeps to run properly, while others like PPMA, even if of comparable complex-
ity, required by far more thread sleeps (in that specific case 82). Thus, assuming that the 
human Tester tuned optimally all thread sleep values, clearly having replaced more thread 
sleeps led to a more relevant reduction in the execution time. Indeed, explicit waits mini-
mize automatically the time to wait, while when adopting thread sleeps, it is necessary to 
leave a small additional time margin that allows to manage any flakiness problems.

Table 5  Effect of 
SleepReplaceR on the Test Suites 
execution time (in minutes)

Application Time before 
replacement

Time after 
replacement

Reduction

PRINTO 126.23 37.11 71%
Collabtive 2.57 2.02 21%
Addressbook 0.72 0.63 13%
PPMA 2.13 1.02 52%
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Thus, to answer RQ4, we can say that SleepReplaceR is able to produce test suites that 
run always faster than their original counterparts. The benefits can vary a lot and depends 
on thread sleeps frequency; in our experiment from a 13% to a 71% reduction. More in 
detail, the magnitude of the percentage reduction, heavily depends on the initial impact 
of thread sleeps time on the total execution time: the % of thread sleeps time with respect 
to the total execution time of the test suite represents an upper bound for SleepReplaceR. 
Thus, in the cases where the total sleep time is only a small fraction of the total test suite 
execution time, clearly, the benefits of using SleepReplaceR are limited.

5.4.1  Discussion

In this subsection, we discuss the results obtained in our study, in order to highlight the 
benefits that the adoption of SleepReplaceR can bring to the end-to-end testing process.

Results from RQ1 show that SleepReplaceR is able to replace automatically from 81 to 
100% of the thread sleeps in a test suite. This is a strong point in favor of the adoption of 
SleepReplaceR, since it tells us that the absolute majority of thread sleeps in a test suite can 
be replaced automatically. Moreover, we obtained such results using only three replacement 
rules; this has been done to maintain the approach as general as possible and to avoid ad 
hoc solutions tailored for the test suites used in the empirical evaluation. But in a real-world 
scenario, the Testers can easily add new replacement rules based on their specific knowl-
edge of the test suite, in order to reach an even higher replacement rate. However, the results 
from RQ4 show that even the test suite with the lowest replacement rate (Collabtive, 81%) 
obtained a significant time reduction (21%) from the use of SleepReplaceR.

Results from RQ2 highlight that the time to replace a thread sleep lies in the range of 
2.84–10.50 min, with an average time of 7 min. The total times for replacing all the thread 
sleeps in a test suite range from 1396 min (approximately 23 h, for the PRINTO test suite) 
to 36.6 min. The high variability of total times depends on (1) the number of thread sleeps 
in the test suite, (2) the presence of the Page Object pattern, and (3) the number of valida-
tion runs required. If Testers want to employ SleepReplaceR to improve a test suite, they 
must keep in mind these factors and try to estimate what the total time would be. However, 
even if the use of SleepReplaceR may become infeasible on very large, test suites, with this 
study we showed that SleepReplaceR can be used not only on small test suites, but also on 
real-world, medium-large sized test suites, as the PRINTO case.

Results from RQ3, although they are slightly hindered by the fact that the human time 
is only estimated, show that the adoption of SleepReplaceR  can lead to great time sav-
ings with respect to manual replacement of thread sleeps, when this task is faced. In fact, 
excluding validation time (that can be done in background while doing other tasks), every 
test suite in our study requires a human replacement time that goes from 28 to 414 min. 
Moreover, besides the reduction of the execution time of the test suite, another point in 
favor of the adoption of SleepReplaceR  is that manual work is error-prone, while our 
approach guarantees to produce a working test suite.

Finally, results from RQ4 tell us that SleepReplaceR achieves its goal, that is the reduction 
of the test suites execution time. In fact, comparing the execution time of the original ver-
sions of the test suites, with the time of the versions refactored by SleepReplaceR, it is pos-
sible to observe a time reduction that goes from 13 to 71%. In our opinion, this is the strong-
est point in favor of the adoption of SleepReplaceR, because even if the time-execution of 
SleepReplaceR can be relevant, it is a “one-shoot’’ task, while the reduction of the execution 
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time of the test suite can be appreciated every time the test suite is executed and can bring to 
substantial savings in developing environments where test suites are executed often.

5.5  Threats to validity

The main threats to validity affecting an empirical study are as follows: Internal, External, 
Construct, and Conclusion validity (Wohlin et al., 2012).

Internal Validity threats concern possible confounding factors that may affect a depend-
ent variables: in this experiment the number of replaced thread sleeps (RQ1), the time 
required to replace them by SleepReplaceR  (RQ2), the time required by a human Tester 
for executing the thread sleep replacement task (RQ3), and the total test suite execution 
time (RQ4). Concerning RQ1 and RQ2, our tool is able to replace the thread sleeps with 
the explicit waits more used in practice. However, having test suite that requires different 
explicit waits would require to extend SleepReplaceR to support them: note that SleepRe-
placeR supports this kind of extension (basically it is sufficient to extend the rule list R), 
but this would impact on both RQ1 and RQ2 results. Concerning RQ3, as previously 
described, the whole calculation is based on an estimate and therefore is an approximation 
of the true value. We were forced to do an estimation because, in order to do a fair com-
parison, we could not replace the thread sleeps on our own, since we already well knew 
the test suites in study. In order to perform a real comparison with fair data, we would have 
needed experienced Testers but with no knowledge of our experimental objects. Concern-
ing RQ4, as already describe in Sect. 5.3.1, the results are heavily related to the level of 
optimization adopted by the Tester during the definition of the thread sleeps times. In gen-
eral, extending the wait times improve test suites stability but impact on the execution time. 
The values found in the four considered test suite are, in our opinion, reasonable, therefore 
the results obtained are generalizable to standard test suites.

External Validity threats are related to the generalization of results. All the four test 
suites for the web applications employed in the empirical evaluation of SleepReplaceR are 
realistic examples covering a good fraction of the functionalities of the respective web 
apps. Moreover, the test suite for PRINTO has been developed in the context of an indus-
trial project and includes 251 test methods: so its complexity is in line with standard test 
suites for web applications of average size.

Construct validity threats concern the relationship between theory and observation. 
Concerning RQ1, RQ2, and RQ4, they are due to how we measured the effectiveness 
of our approach with respect to the corresponding metrics. To minimize this threat, we 
decided to measure them objectively, in a totally automated way. Concerning RQ2 and 
RQ4 that can be influenced by the load of the computer executing respectively SleepRe-
placeR and the test suite, to minimize any fluctuation, we averaged the obtained value three 
times. We have estimated that three times is sufficient since we noticed that the variance is 
minimal. Concerning RQ3, the threat is that the answer, being based on an estimate, could 
be prone to error. Another possible Construct validity threat is Authors’ Bias. It concerns 
the involvement of the authors in manual activities conducted during the empirical study 
and the influence of the authors’ expectations about the empirical study on such activities. 
To make our experimentation more realistic and to reduce as much as possible this threat, 
we adopted four test suites containing thread sleeps developed independently from other 
people, and existing before the development of SleepReplaceR. Moreover, such test suites 
were not used during the development of SleepReplaceR but only for its validation, in order 
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to avoid any influence on the SleepReplaceR implementation (e.g., including in SleepRe-
placeR ad hoc solutions).

6  Related work

This work spans over several research directions, including the problem of flakiness in the 
context of software testing and techniques and approaches for test code refactoring.

6.1  Test flakiness

The problem of flakiness in regression testing has been faced by many authors in the last 
years. One of the most important and widely cited works has been published in 2014 by 
Luo et al. (2014). In this work, the authors classified the causes of flakiness by analyzing 
52 open-source projects, and found that the top causes of flakiness are asynchronous waits 
(45%), concurrency (20%) and test order dependencies (12%). Their findings are confirmed 
by another study by Eck et al. (2019): in this work, the authors confirmed that asynchro-
nous waits, concurrency and dependencies are the main causes of flakiness, but they found 
also other causes like too restrictive ranges in test assertions, platform dependency, test 
case timeout and test suite timeout.

Our experience confirms the results by Luo et al. and Eck et al. in particular on the high 
diffusion of the Async category as main reason of flakiness problems, which happens when 
a test method performs async calls without waiting the result. The solution to the async 
updates seems simple: sleeping the test for a bunch of milliseconds. This solution can make 
working the test method because it gives the app the time to update itself. However, how 
much the sleeping time should be it is totally unpredictable because it could depend on sev-
eral factors, e.g., the network state, the total amount of available machine resources (i.e., 
CPU, RAM). As a consequence, every fixed delay can lead the test method to be more 
flaky and increasing its duration. The difficult is finding a balance between false negatives, 
i.e., when the test method fails because of a too low sleep and exaggerate sleep times.

There are many works in literature that identify thread sleeps as a source of instability, 
especially when they are ill-used, such as (Ahmad et al., 2019; Camara et al., 2021; Shukla, 
2021). However, in another work, Presler-Marshall et al. (2019) analyzed different waiting 
strategies in Selenium E2E web tests, and concluded that thread sleeps gave the lowest 
flakiness, while explicit waits gave the highest. This tells us that, although in our experi-
ence explicit waits seem more reliable, they are not a silver bullet for resolving flakiness. 
Malm et al. (2020) recently published a short four-pages paper about automated analysis 
of flakiness mitigating delays. In particular, they present an automated approach to classify 
delays in test suites between sleeps of fixed duration (called thread sleeps in our work) and 
sleeps that use a polling/event-based approach (similar to the explicit waits presented in our 
work). Differently from our work their approach: (1) does not perform automated refactor-
ing of the test suites to replace sleeps of fixed duration, but it performs only the analysis of 
the type of delays already present in the test suites, and (2) is not focused on Web testing 
so does not manage all the complexity required when interacting with a remote web system 
through a browser, as SleepReplaceR does. From the analysis performed they concluded 
that sleeps of fixed duration are the most used. This result further motivates our work.

For what concerns flakiness in web testing, Moran et al. (2020) proposed a technique 
to locate the root cause of flakiness in test methods for web applications. This technique 
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executes the test in different environmental configurations (e.g., network bandwidth, com-
putational resources, screen size) in order to find the aspects that impact the most on test 
flakiness.

Some tool-based approaches to detect test flakiness has been proposed, such as 
DeFlaker by Bell et  al. (2018), which uses code coverage to detect flaky tests: if a test 
changes its result, but it does not cover the modified code, then it is marked as flaky. 
Another tool-based approach is iFixFlakies by Shi et al. (2019). This approach is based 
on the idea that test suites composed of dependent test methods are flaky and therefore 
points to automatically fixing order-dependent test methods. The key insight in iFixFlak-
ies is that test suites often already contain test fixtures methods that are executed before a 
test method (or a test class) to set up the initial state, and after a test method (or test class) 
to undo the test method actions with the goal of resetting the initial state of the applica-
tion. Thus, iFixFlakies searches in a test suite test fixtures that make the order-dependent 
test methods pass and then use them for fixing the dependencies. Unlike these proposals, 
SleepReplaceR does not take care of detecting or fixing flaky test methods, instead its goal 
is to eliminate thread sleeps without increasing flakiness.

6.2  Test code refactoring

According to Fowler’s definition (Fowler, 2018), refactoring is “the process of changing a 
software system in such a way that it does not alter the external behavior of the code yet 
improves its internal structure”. Refactoring test code is a fundamental task to keep the test 
suite in line with production code, in particular when agile methods such as Extreme Pro-
gramming (XP) are employed, as stated in Deursen et al., 2001). In this work, the authors 
list a set of code smells that may indicate poor quality of the tests, and a set of refactorings 
to eliminate such test smells. During the years, many proposals for automated refactor-
ing tools have been made. Ikhsan and Candra (2018) proposed a tool-based approach to 
refactor web applications in order to improve accessibility: their tool automatically applies 
WCAG 8 guidelines for accessibility to a web application. Ying and Miller (2011) proposed 
a tool to automatically replace traditional forms with AJAX forms, to avoid refreshing the 
page when the form is submitted and hence improving the application’s performance.

For what concerns test refactoring, in 2017 Stocco et al. (2017) proposed APOGEN, a 
tool-based approach able to automatically generate page objects for a test suite, in order to 
make it more maintainable. Their tool applies reverse engineering to the target application 
in order to extract a testing model, from which page objects are built. SleepReplaceR has 
in common with APOGEN the usage of a testing model. Later on, Leotta et al. (2018) pro-
posed PESTO, a tool-based approach that relies on aspect-oriented programming to auto-
matically refactor a DOM-based test suite (i.e., a test suite that accesses page elements 
using DOM locators) to a visual-based test suite (i.e., a test suite that uses visual tools like 
Sikuli (Chang et al., 2010) to find elements in a web page). Finally, Cerioli et al. (2021) 
proposed TestWizard, a tool-based approach to asses test quality that aims to detect false-
negative tests, i.e., test methods that pass when they should fail. This last work is not an 
automated refactoring tool, but rather a tool that employs automation to speed up the refac-
toring process.

8 Web Content Accessibility Guidelines https:// www. w3. org/ WAI/ stand ards- guide lines/ wcag/

https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/
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In common with these tools we have the fact that SleepReplaceR can also be classified 
as a test code refactoring tool, since it modifies the performance of test methods but not 
their observable behavior (Fowler, 2018), even if its goal is completely different.

7  Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have presented SleepReplaceR, a tool-based approach able to automati-
cally replace thread sleeps with explicit waits in E2E Selenium WebDriver test suites 
without introducing novel flakiness. The effectiveness of the proposed approach has been 
empirically evaluated using four test suites: one large industrial test suite and three smaller 
test suites built for open-source web applications. The empirical evaluation conducted to 
validate our approach showed that SleepReplaceR  is able to replace from 81 to 100% of 
thread sleeps in a test suite, resulting in a reduction of the execution time of the test suite 
that goes from 13 to 71%. The time required to replace a single thread sleep goes from 
2.84 to 10.50 min, and since this is a completely automated process, the use of SleepRe-
placeR can lead to great savings of human work.

As future work, we plan to add page inspection capabilities to SleepReplaceR, enabling 
it to try some additional refactoring attempts. In fact, a limitation of SleepReplaceR is that 
it relies only on the information available in the test suite code, that in some cases is insuffi-
cient to correctly replace a thread sleep. Furthermore, we would like to empower SleepRe-
placeR with a mechanism that allows to reach a certain predefined level of stability in the 
final test suite produced by SleepReplaceR. Indeed, as seen in the empirical study section, 
the higher the number of validation runs, the greater is the guarantee that the novel version 
of the test suite is free from flakiness. The idea would be to add an estimation mechanism 
to SleepReplaceR  able to estimate the time required for running the validation reaching 
a certain desired stability threshold (e.g., no flakiness in at least the 99% or 99.9% of the 
executions). Finally, another possible extension of SleepReplaceR could be to add the func-
tionality that allows us to calculate also the maximum timeout required by explicit waits.
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